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Novel Chapter 391

Chapter 391: 391

While Leon was using Transfer and moving toward New York, he started to
wonder about the things he should do now . He suffered a lot inside the
galactic snake because he lost his magic items and everything else he had, but
because he lost them, he also obtained power and skills that no one would be
able to steal from him . Because Leon couldn't rely on anything but himself,
he got a lot stronger . . . so he was wondering if he should use monsters and
create some mithril in case he needs it .

"Solving problems in the middle of a battle using that method will be easy . . .
but won't I get too lax if something similar happens? Instead of relying on

tools, I should use my head to think of ways to prevent troublesome situations
instead of thinking of ways to solve them . "

Leon was thinking about that while he was flying over Kansas City . . . or at
least was left of that place . That wasn't one of the areas that had been
recovered by survivors after the monsters appeared, but Leon was worried
about the fact that he didn't find any human or civilization along the way . He
only saw monsters . . .

Hellhound

Health: 18000/18000



Mana: 15000/15000

Stamina: 19000/19000

Strength: 1650

Dexterity: 1100

Speed: 500

Active Skills: Fire Breath Lv 333, Fire Manipulation Lv 325, Fire Creation
Lv 290, Burning Aura Lv 290, Fire Transformation Lv 330, Fire Tornado
Lv 290

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 310, Fire Resistance Lv 360, Earth
Resistance Lv 270, Rage Lv 320, Fire Absorption Lv 340, Pyromancy Lv
320

"They are a bit stronger than I remember . . . Anyway, it doesn't look like
they want to put everything on fire . "

They had quite a bit of mana, so Leon decided to attack them using Thunder

Ray and drain their mana . Although Leon got powerful, his offensive spells
didn't level up in the last months . In the end, Leon needed mana to train
them . However, since Leon was in a hurry, he only made a small box of
mithril, which weighed one kilogram .



Even though Leon spent one hour doing that, he arrived in New York two

hours after leaving Las Vegas . . . his mobility increased a lot thanks to
Transfer, but he didn't feel like celebrating that . New York wasn't covered in
a forest of monsters, but the place was abandoned . All the bridges had fallen
due to the lack of maintenance . Leon couldn't even see the ground or the
streets since the grass was pretty tall . Even though a lot of time has passed,
Leon noticed some craters . . . those were signs of battles and some big spells
had been used to destroy most of the city .

"Shit . . . all my work had been for naught . "

Leon also found a dungeon in the middle of the destroyed city, and the
monsters that the place was spawning didn't give Leon time to get angry or
sad .

Ghost Sword

Health: 20000/20000

Mana: 14000/14000

Stamina: 19000/19000

Strength: 2250

Speed: 1500



Active Skills: Sword Dance Lv 305, Mana Slash Lv 325, Mana
Reinforcement Lv 350, Rage Lv 290, Steel Tornado Lv 330, Mana
Tornado Lv 310

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 330, Fire Resistance Lv 350, Earth
Resistance Lv 310, Fire Resistance Lv 340, Thunder Resistance Lv 320,
Ice Resistance Lv 300

Ghost swords were creatures that were ten meters tall and had the appearance
of a massive sword . However, the hilt looked alive, and Leon could see a
single glowing eye in the middle of it . Those creatures would be annoying if
they get too close, so Leon hit their eyes with Plasma Bullet . Surprisingly,
only that wasn't enough to kill them . However, Plasma Arrow did the job .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Earth really is on the fourth stage of assimilation . . . I didn't notice any
difference on Miebos, but on Celosie and Dasaliv, monsters could use the
purple crystal at will to move between worlds . . . what changed now?"

It was only evident that the monsters got stronger, but Leon wasn't interested
in that . If New York had been abandoned and Las Vegas was no more . . .
then the chances of Leon finding any survivor in his country were low . He



taught a lot of people how to use Earth Creation, and those people worked to
create walls in Las Vegas . . . Still, Leon didn't find a single sign of walls
there . The situation was worse than Leon had imagined, and his head was in
turmoil .

"Shit . . . shit . . . why, why? I spent so much time teaching people magic,
why this place is abandoned?"

Since Leon didn't find any sign of Amanda and Maya, then he would have
even less luck finding his friends . It would also be challenging to find Sarah
and Tom . . . the only options Leon had left were Yuki and Ren . However,
considering that America was the center of the alliance with the other nations,
Leon couldn't imagine Japan surviving whatever happened to the world .
Besides, Leon disappeared before he could talk with the Indian and Chinese
leaders, considering that Japan was close to them . It wouldn't be weird that
the country that suffered the most .

Despite not hearing anything aside from the movement of the ghost swords,
Leon walked around New York for quite a while . He couldn't use Mana
Dominion, so he could only rely on his senses to hear anything or anyone .
However, there wasn't a single sign of human life there .

"Amanda, Maya, guys . . . where are you?"

Leon headed to Japan to confirm that, but based on what he saw . . . his home
country was now the lair of monsters . America was no more . . .

While Leon was using Transfer and moving toward New York, he started to
wonder about the things he should do now . He suffered a lot inside the



galactic snake because he lost his magic items and everything else he had, but
because he lost them, he also obtained power and skills that no one would be
able to steal from him . Because Leon couldnt rely on anything but himself,
he got a lot stronger . . . so he was wondering if he should use monsters and
create some mithril in case he needs it .

Solving problems in the middle of a battle using that method will be easy . . .
but wont I get too lax if something similar happens? Instead of relying on

tools, I should use my head to think of ways to prevent troublesome situations
instead of thinking of ways to solve them .

Leon was thinking about that while he was flying over Kansas City . . . or at
least was left of that place . That wasnt one of the areas that had been
recovered by survivors after the monsters appeared, but Leon was worried
about the fact that he didnt find any human or civilization along the way . He
only saw monsters . . .

Hellhound

Health: 18000/18000

Mana: 15000/15000

Stamina: 19000/19000

Strength: 1650

Dexterity: 1100



Speed: 500

Active Skills: Fire Breath Lv 333, Fire Manipulation Lv 325, Fire Creation
Lv 290, Burning Aura Lv 290, Fire Transformation Lv 330, Fire Tornado
Lv 290

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 310, Fire Resistance Lv 360, Earth
Resistance Lv 270, Rage Lv 320, Fire Absorption Lv 340, Pyromancy Lv
320

They are a bit stronger than I remember . . . Anyway, it doesnt look like they
want to put everything on fire .

They had quite a bit of mana, so Leon decided to attack them using Thunder

Ray and drain their mana . Although Leon got powerful, his offensive spells
didnt level up in the last months . In the end, Leon needed mana to train
them . However, since Leon was in a hurry, he only made a small box of
mithril, which weighed one kilogram .

Even though Leon spent one hour doing that, he arrived in New York two

hours after leaving Las Vegas . . . his mobility increased a lot thanks to
Transfer, but he didnt feel like celebrating that . New York wasnt covered in

a forest of monsters, but the place was abandoned . All the bridges had fallen
due to the lack of maintenance . Leon couldnt even see the ground or the
streets since the grass was pretty tall . Even though a lot of time has passed,
Leon noticed some craters . . . those were signs of battles and some big spells
had been used to destroy most of the city .

Shit . . . all my work had been for naught .



Leon also found a dungeon in the middle of the destroyed city, and the
monsters that the place was spawning didnt give Leon time to get angry or
sad .

Ghost Sword

Health: 20000/20000

Mana: 14000/14000

Stamina: 19000/19000

Strength: 2250

Speed: 1500

Active Skills: Sword Dance Lv 305, Mana Slash Lv 325, Mana
Reinforcement Lv 350, Rage Lv 290, Steel Tornado Lv 330, Mana
Tornado Lv 310

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 330, Fire Resistance Lv 350, Earth
Resistance Lv 310, Fire Resistance Lv 340, Thunder Resistance Lv 320,
Ice Resistance Lv 300

Ghost swords were creatures that were ten meters tall and had the appearance
of a massive sword . However, the hilt looked alive, and Leon could see a
single glowing eye in the middle of it . Those creatures would be annoying if
they get too close, so Leon hit their eyes with Plasma Bullet . Surprisingly,
only that wasnt enough to kill them . However, Plasma Arrow did the job .



Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Earth really is on the fourth stage of assimilation . . . I didnt notice any
difference on Miebos, but on Celosie and Dasaliv, monsters could use the
purple crystal at will to move between worlds . . . what changed now?

It was only evident that the monsters got stronger, but Leon wasnt interested
in that . If New York had been abandoned and Las Vegas was no more . . .
then the chances of Leon finding any survivor in his country were low . He
taught a lot of people how to use Earth Creation, and those people worked to
create walls in Las Vegas . . . Still, Leon didnt find a single sign of walls
there . The situation was worse than Leon had imagined, and his head was in
turmoil .

Shit . . . shit . . . why, why? I spent so much time teaching people magic,
why this place is abandoned?

Since Leon didnt find any sign of Amanda and Maya, then he would have
even less luck finding his friends . It would also be challenging to find Sarah
and Tom . . . the only options Leon had left were Yuki and Ren . However,
considering that America was the center of the alliance with the other nations,
Leon couldnt imagine Japan surviving whatever happened to the world .
Besides, Leon disappeared before he could talk with the Indian and Chinese



leaders, considering that Japan was close to them . It wouldnt be weird that
the country that suffered the most .

Despite not hearing anything aside from the movement of the ghost swords,
Leon walked around New York for quite a while . He couldnt use Mana

Dominion, so he could only rely on his senses to hear anything or anyone .
However, there wasnt a single sign of human life there .

Amanda, Maya, guys . . . where are you?

Leon headed to Japan to confirm that, but based on what he saw . . . his home
country was now the lair of monsters . America was no more . . .

Novel Chapter 392

Chapter 392: 392

While Leon was crossing using his powers alone for the third time the Pacific
Ocean, he couldn't help but feel many things . For him, everything started
there . . . Still, that kind of thought disappeared when Leon saw a weird

creature resting on his island . . . the island he spent four years alone .

Scylla

Health: 15000/20000

Mana: 24000/24000



Stamina: 11000/11000

Strength: 750

Dexterity: 1300

Speed: 1500

Active Skills: Water Creation Lv 335, Water Manipulation Lv 325, Water

Transformation Lv 320, Water Cannon Lv 360, Cyclone Lv 330, Swim Lv

400

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 340, Fire Resistance Lv 240, Water

Absorption Lv 360, Fire Resistance Lv 280, Thunder Resistance Lv 240,
Ice Resistance Lv 300googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"What the hell . . . is the exact same thing I saw in that game . . . "

Scylla . . . the monster of Greek mythology . Another woman who was naked
on her upper body, she also looked very sexy, and this time wasn't because of
an illusion . However, she had three heads of dogs as her upper body, and her
legs were tentacles of a massive octopus . . . it was quite the terrifying sight .
Regardless, even though the damn beast was on Leon's property, he decided
to ignore it since he didn't have time to waste with monsters .



"No signs of dragons . . . Are all the dragons under the bastard who
summoned them to control Earth? Still . . . I can't help but feel shivers
imagining how powerful they will be once they return . . . "

A few minutes later, Leon finally found Japan and couldn't help but frown
while looking at it . He looked to one side to the other and only saw one

hundred meters tall steel walls protecting the entire country . When Leon

approached from above, he confirmed that the walls were thirty meters
wide . . . he couldn't imagine megalodons, Scylla, or krakens even damaging
that .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

"It looks like Yuki is doing well . . . but if Japan is safe, why America isn't?
She said that she would give a hand in case something happens to my family
and friends . . . "

When Leon approached the walls, he felt his mana being drained . . . no,
Anti-Mana Field was being used to keep Leon from being wounded by magic

attacks . After moving a few meters backward, Leon's mana stopped
decreasing .

"A barrier that causes magical damage to anyone who touches . . . it looks
like the one Donan cast on Miebos . Steel walls and magic barriers . . . Yuki
certainly is cautious . She didn't pass that image to me, though . "

" . . . Whatever, I will enter Yuki's palace and ask some questions directly to
her . I don't have time to deal with her underlings . "



Ten minutes later, Leon arrived in Tokyo, and he couldn't help but keep
frowning while he moved through the country . The whole place looked to be
pretty much fine, Leon found dungeons, but no monsters . . . there were
several and large farms producing crops and even raising cattle . It was like
the monsters never appeared in the first place . . . it was very different from
the time Leon crossed the country and only found destruction in some cities .

"I'm happy for the people of this country, but . . . something is off . "

The first time Leon visited Tokyo, it looked like the people decided to revive
the old imperial days . But now Leon couldn't see any sign of that time . . .
the streets were filled with light, and several buildings had massive TVs on
their walls . Something was being said on those TVs, Leon could see some
soldiers, but as expected, he couldn't understand Japanese . It looked like
Tokyo had returned to the time before the monsters appeared . . . which was
weird . A lot of time was supposed to have passed since then . The entire
country was supposed to have developed much more .

"Well, maybe they didn't have the chance since they still have to worry about
monsters, and they probably don't have the numbers to progress beyond that
age of technology . . . or perhaps keep involving their technology would be
dangerous . "

The only building that skill made Leon recall feudal Japan was the imperial
palace . However, the building was much larger and taller than the one in his
memories . The current palace was fifty meters tall and five hundred meters
long . . . it was kind of surprising since it was like several buildings had been
put together to create that . Regardless, it looked well-made and majestic . It
was obvious considering that it was the palace of the empress . . . or perhaps
some descendant .



It was getting dark, so Leon hurried to the main hall where he talked with
Makoto several times . Some guards started to shout when they saw him, but
Leon ignored them because he couldn't understand their words . Before the
guards could draw their swords and run toward Leon, he appeared in the
middle of the main hall and saw a fist heading to his face . Before the punch
could land, Leon used Transfer again and appeared behind the figure that
almost hit him . That was quite surprising since Leon recalled that was a
place where the leader of the nation talked with his advisors . . . it wasn't a
place to punch someone .

Leon frowned even more because he saw several men and women lying on
the floor, they were bleeding from their noses and if they had been punched

there . Before Leon could understand what was going on, the figure that
almost hit him turned around and attacked him again . Before the fist could
land, Leon used Electric Rope and stopped the attacker . . . the figure fell on
the floor and started to being electrocuted . . . it was Yuki .

While Leon was crossing using his powers alone for the third time the Pacific
Ocean, he couldnt help but feel many things . For him, everything started
there . . . Still, that kind of thought disappeared when Leon saw a weird

creature resting on his island . . . the island he spent four years alone .

Scylla

Health: 15000/20000

Mana: 24000/24000

Stamina: 11000/11000



Strength: 750

Dexterity: 1300

Speed: 1500

Active Skills: Water Creation Lv 335, Water Manipulation Lv 325, Water

Transformation Lv 320, Water Cannon Lv 360, Cyclone Lv 330, Swim Lv

400

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 340, Fire Resistance Lv 240, Water

Absorption Lv 360, Fire Resistance Lv 280, Thunder Resistance Lv 240,
Ice Resistance Lv 300

What the hell . . . is the exact same thing I saw in that game . . .

Scylla . . . the monster of Greek mythology . Another woman who was naked
on her upper body, she also looked very sexy, and this time wasnt because of
an illusion . However, she had three heads of dogs as her upper body, and her
legs were tentacles of a massive octopus . . . it was quite the terrifying sight .
Regardless, even though the damn beast was on Leons property, he decided to
ignore it since he didnt have time to waste with monsters .

No signs of dragons . . . Are all the dragons under the bastard who summoned
them to control Earth? Still . . . I cant help but feel shivers imagining how
powerful they will be once they return . . .



A few minutes later, Leon finally found Japan and couldnt help but frown
while looking at it . He looked to one side to the other and only saw one

hundred meters tall steel walls protecting the entire country . When Leon

approached from above, he confirmed that the walls were thirty meters
wide . . . he couldnt imagine megalodons, Scylla, or krakens even damaging
that .

It looks like Yuki is doing well . . . but if Japan is safe, why America isnt?
She said that she would give a hand in case something happens to my family
and friends . . .

When Leon approached the walls, he felt his mana being drained . . . no,
Anti-Mana Field was being used to keep Leon from being wounded by magic

attacks . After moving a few meters backward, Leons mana stopped
decreasing .

A barrier that causes magical damage to anyone who touches . . . it looks like
the one Donan cast on Miebos . Steel walls and magic barriers . . . Yuki
certainly is cautious . She didnt pass that image to me, though .

. . . Whatever, I will enter Yukis palace and ask some questions directly to
her . I dont have time to deal with her underlings .

Ten minutes later, Leon arrived in Tokyo, and he couldnt help but keep
frowning while he moved through the country . The whole place looked to be
pretty much fine, Leon found dungeons, but no monsters . . . there were
several and large farms producing crops and even raising cattle . It was like
the monsters never appeared in the first place . . . it was very different from
the time Leon crossed the country and only found destruction in some cities .



Im happy for the people of this country, but . . . something is off .

The first time Leon visited Tokyo, it looked like the people decided to revive
the old imperial days . But now Leon couldnt see any sign of that time . . . the
streets were filled with light, and several buildings had massive TVs on their
walls . Something was being said on those TVs, Leon could see some soldiers,
but as expected, he couldnt understand Japanese . It looked like Tokyo had
returned to the time before the monsters appeared . . . which was weird . A lot

of time was supposed to have passed since then . The entire country was
supposed to have developed much more .

Well, maybe they didnt have the chance since they still have to worry about
monsters, and they probably dont have the numbers to progress beyond that
age of technology . . . or perhaps keep involving their technology would be
dangerous .

The only building that skill made Leon recall feudal Japan was the imperial
palace . However, the building was much larger and taller than the one in his
memories . The current palace was fifty meters tall and five hundred meters
long . . . it was kind of surprising since it was like several buildings had been
put together to create that . Regardless, it looked well-made and majestic . It
was obvious considering that it was the palace of the empress . . . or perhaps
some descendant .

It was getting dark, so Leon hurried to the main hall where he talked with
Makoto several times . Some guards started to shout when they saw him, but
Leon ignored them because he couldnt understand their words . Before the
guards could draw their swords and run toward Leon, he appeared in the
middle of the main hall and saw a fist heading to his face . Before the punch
could land, Leon used Transfer again and appeared behind the figure that



almost hit him . That was quite surprising since Leon recalled that was a
place where the leader of the nation talked with his advisors . . . it wasnt a
place to punch someone .

Leon frowned even more because he saw several men and women lying on
the floor, they were bleeding from their noses and if they had been punched

there . Before Leon could understand what was going on, the figure that
almost hit him turned around and attacked him again . Before the fist could
land, Leon used Electric Rope and stopped the attacker . . . the figure fell on
the floor and started to being electrocuted . . . it was Yuki .

Novel Chapter 393

Chapter 393: 393

Yuki changed a lot since the last time Leon saw her before she looked like a
real princess . She was full of herself and stubborn and not very friendly . . .
at least that was the first impression had of her . However, the current Yuki
was like that too, but her hair was short, and she didn't look frail at all . She
had quite a well-toned body . Yuki looked like someone who had been
practicing martial arts for decades .

"You bastard!" Yuki shouted . "How dare you invade my castle and attack me

like this!"

"Your behavior changed quite a bit while I was away . . . " Leon frowned .
"Why are you shouting? It doesn't look like you are suffering all that much .
Ah . . . my Electromancy leveled up quite a bit, so perhaps it is hurting quite
a bit . "



Yuki suddenly got up, and even though she was being electrocuted, she
managed to find the strength to destroy the electric ropes just by moving her
muscles . . . Yuki didn't look like a priest . She looked like a monk of games
that had physical strength and could cure herself .

The very moment Yuki freed herself, the imperial guards appeared, but she
ignored them and attacked . She was very fast, but not fast enough to fool
Leon's eyes, which got used to moving around with Haste and Electric Armor
active . Leon used Transfer and dodged her punch .

"Why are you attacking me?" Leon asked . "I just protected myself . . . We

need to talk, Yuki . "

"Don't use my name so leisurely!" Yuki shouted .

Leon sighed . It looked like Yuki became a kid who could only shout while
she speaks . Leon noticed while he was using Transfer, Yuki didn't recognize
him . . . she wasn't even a bit surprised that someone suddenly invaded her
palace and even though he didn't attack her, she didn't want to talk . . . As if
she was used to that kind of situation where someone suddenly appears, but
unlike Leon, the people who visited her like that wanted to take her life .

"Mmm . . . It looks that you are still using the ring that grants the Zen skill,"
Leon said . "You remember the guy who gave you that, right? It is me, Leon .
So, stop this already . "

Yuki didn't even react to Leon's words, so he couldn't help but sigh . Still, for
some reason, Leon was starting to get tired . Although he was easily avoiding
Yuki's punches, he could feel the pressure of her attacks . Her movements



were simple and didn't consume much of her energy, but Leon could feel
it . . . every single punch could explode his head .

Sponsored Content
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Yuki

Health: 5000/5000

Mana: 11000/11000

Stamina: 3650/4000

Strength: 3541

Dexterity: 1889

Speed: 1785

Active Skills: Heal Lv 512, Regeneration Lv 435, Full-Recover Lv 455,
Strong Arms Lv 360, Bash Lv 430, Iron Fists Lv 405

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 540, Rage Lv 530, Martial Arts Lv 460,
Fire Resistance Lv 380, Thunder Resistance Lv 340, Ice Resistance Lv 400



Sponsored Content
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"Your Majesty!" Someone shouted .

Leon recognized that voice, and when he turned around, he saw Ren armed

with a blazing katana . He also looked very battle-hardened and angry . . .
just like the first time Leon saw him . It was hard to believe that Ren would
remember Leon, but it wasn't like he had any better option .

"Hey, Ren . . . You remember me, right?" Leon asked . "Helm me to calm

down Yuki here . "

"How dare you! Don't call her name so leisurely!" Ren shouted and swung his
sword firing a small but powerful wave of flames, but Leon stopped it by
using Ice Beam

"Man . . . when all of you became such hot-blooded fools," Leon sighed .

Leon was already tired of that, so he decided to end that quick . After using
Transfer and appearing behind Yuki, he grabbed her neck and activated Mana
Absorption . In just two seconds, she falls on the floor without able to move
a finger . Soon, she would recover thanks to the ring, so Leon decided to take
it for the time being .

"You bastard!" Ren shouted .



"Just shut up already . . . " Leon sighed again .

The number of guards was quickly increasing, but Leon quickly defeated
them after draining all their mana . Since Ren had the same ring with him,
Leon took out to buy a few more minutes . After Leon immobilized the
thirteenth soldier, he looked at Ren and Yuki .

Sponsored Content
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"Did you guys finally understand?" Leon asked . "I could have killed you and
your men now . . . I'm here to talk not to fight . So, what are guys going to do?
Will you shut up and answer my questions, or do you want me to knock down
unconscious all the soldiers of this place?"

Health: 154 +

Mana: 11565 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +



Intelligence: 5425+

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 2500 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 256,214,423

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Heal Lv 66, Regeneration Lv 133, Summon Zombie Lv 312,
Full-Recover Lv 32, Seal Lv 233, Haste Lv 280, Electromancy Lv 191,
Electric Armor Lv 191, Summon Lesser Thunder Spirit Lv 71, Thunder
Blessing Lv 191, Auxiliary Earth Sword Lv 40, Plasma Arrow Lv 105,
Cryomancy Lv 35, North Breeze Lv 35, Mana Absorption Lv 350,
Anti-Telekinesis Field Lv 20, Anti-Gravity Field Lv 20, Anti-Mana Field

Lv 60



Passive Skills: Fear Resistance Lv 59, Mental Fortitude Lv 60, Pain
Resistance Lv 130, Rage Lv 122, Fire Resistance Lv 320, Craft Lv 361,
Poison Resistance Lv 118, Blacksmith Lv 369, Ice Resistance Lv 121,
Sleep Resistance Lv 115, Thunder Resistance Lv 230, Multi-Conjuration
Lv 245, Lion's Pride Lv 250, Magic Craftmanship Lv 413, Magic

Blacksmith Lv 413, Fast Conjuration Lv 270, Zen Lv 15, Steel Nerves Lv
30, Bloodthirst Lv 30, Vigilance Lv 30

Yuki changed a lot since the last time Leon saw her before she looked like a
real princess . She was full of herself and stubborn and not very friendly . . .
at least that was the first impression had of her . However, the current Yuki
was like that too, but her hair was short, and she didnt look frail at all . She
had quite a well-toned body . Yuki looked like someone who had been
practicing martial arts for decades .

You bastard! Yuki shouted . How dare you invade my castle and attack me

like this!

Your behavior changed quite a bit while I was away . . . Leon frowned . Why

are you shouting? It doesnt look like you are suffering all that much . Ah . . .
my Electromancy leveled up quite a bit, so perhaps it is hurting quite a bit .

Yuki suddenly got up, and even though she was being electrocuted, she
managed to find the strength to destroy the electric ropes just by moving her
muscles . . . Yuki didnt look like a priest . She looked like a monk of games
that had physical strength and could cure herself .

The very moment Yuki freed herself, the imperial guards appeared, but she
ignored them and attacked . She was very fast, but not fast enough to fool



Leons eyes, which got used to moving around with Haste and Electric Armor
active . Leon used Transfer and dodged her punch .

Why are you attacking me? Leon asked . I just protected myself . . .We need

to talk, Yuki .

Dont use my name so leisurely! Yuki shouted .

Leon sighed . It looked like Yuki became a kid who could only shout while
she speaks . Leon noticed while he was using Transfer, Yuki didnt recognize
him . . . she wasnt even a bit surprised that someone suddenly invaded her
palace and even though he didnt attack her, she didnt want to talk . . . As if
she was used to that kind of situation where someone suddenly appears, but
unlike Leon, the people who visited her like that wanted to take her life .

Mmm . . . It looks that you are still using the ring that grants the Zen skill,
Leon said . You remember the guy who gave you that, right? It is me, Leon .
So, stop this already .

Yuki didnt even react to Leons words, so he couldnt help but sigh . Still, for
some reason, Leon was starting to get tired . Although he was easily avoiding
Yukis punches, he could feel the pressure of her attacks . Her movements
were simple and didnt consume much of her energy, but Leon could feel
it . . . every single punch could explode his head .

Yuki

Health: 5000/5000



Mana: 11000/11000

Stamina: 3650/4000

Strength: 3541

Dexterity: 1889

Speed: 1785

Active Skills: Heal Lv 512, Regeneration Lv 435, Full-Recover Lv 455,
Strong Arms Lv 360, Bash Lv 430, Iron Fists Lv 405

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 540, Rage Lv 530, Martial Arts Lv 460,
Fire Resistance Lv 380, Thunder Resistance Lv 340, Ice Resistance Lv 400

Your Majesty! Someone shouted .

Leon recognized that voice, and when he turned around, he saw Ren armed

with a blazing katana . He also looked very battle-hardened and angry . . .
just like the first time Leon saw him . It was hard to believe that Ren would
remember Leon, but it wasnt like he had any better option .

Hey, Ren . . . You remember me, right? Leon asked . Helm me to calm down

Yuki here .



How dare you! Dont call her name so leisurely! Ren shouted and swung his
sword firing a small but powerful wave of flames, but Leon stopped it by
using Ice Beam

Man . . . when all of you became such hot-blooded fools, Leon sighed .

Leon was already tired of that, so he decided to end that quick . After using
Transfer and appearing behind Yuki, he grabbed her neck and activated Mana
Absorption . In just two seconds, she falls on the floor without able to move
a finger . Soon, she would recover thanks to the ring, so Leon decided to take
it for the time being .

You bastard! Ren shouted .

Just shut up already . . . Leon sighed again .

The number of guards was quickly increasing, but Leon quickly defeated
them after draining all their mana . Since Ren had the same ring with him,
Leon took out to buy a few more minutes . After Leon immobilized the
thirteenth soldier, he looked at Ren and Yuki .

Did you guys finally understand? Leon asked . I could have killed you and
your men now . . . Im here to talk not to fight . So, what are guys going to do?
Will you shut up and answer my questions, or do you want me to knock down
unconscious all the soldiers of this place?

Health: 154 +



Mana: 11565 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 5425+

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 2500 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 256,214,423

Status: 00



Skill List

Active Skills: Heal Lv 66, Regeneration Lv 133, Summon Zombie Lv 312,
Full-Recover Lv 32, Seal Lv 233, Haste Lv 280, Electromancy Lv 191,
Electric Armor Lv 191, Summon Lesser Thunder Spirit Lv 71, Thunder
Blessing Lv 191, Auxiliary Earth Sword Lv 40, Plasma Arrow Lv 105,
Cryomancy Lv 35, North Breeze Lv 35, Mana Absorption Lv 350,
Anti-Telekinesis Field Lv 20, Anti-Gravity Field Lv 20, Anti-Mana Field

Lv 60

Passive Skills: Fear Resistance Lv 59, Mental Fortitude Lv 60, Pain
Resistance Lv 130, Rage Lv 122, Fire Resistance Lv 320, Craft Lv 361,
Poison Resistance Lv 118, Blacksmith Lv 369, Ice Resistance Lv 121,
Sleep Resistance Lv 115, Thunder Resistance Lv 230, Multi-Conjuration
Lv 245, Lions Pride Lv 250, Magic Craftmanship Lv 413, Magic
Blacksmith Lv 413, Fast Conjuration Lv 270, Zen Lv 15, Steel Nerves Lv
30, Bloodthirst Lv 30, Vigilance Lv 30
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Both Ren and Yuki looked at Leon as if he was some trash that was making
some unreasonable demands . . . they couldn't see that they had become
unreasonably violent and hot-blooded . Regardless, it was evident that they
wouldn't be able to damage Leon using normal means, so they stopped their
useless struggle .



Yuki was still the empress, but she sat on the floor of the main hall as if she
was sitting on a dojo . However, that was actually a dojo . . . Yuki turned the
main hall, where she used to receive her advisors in a training area . The
people who were bleeding from their noses were her sparring partners .
Regardless, Leon sat down too, but just that action made both Ren and Yuki
click their tongue . Leon also could hear the dozens of guards around them
ranging their teeth .

"Why are you guys so mad?" Leon asked .

"Look at you . . . someone with your appearance invades the palace and even
acts as if nothing is wrong with that," Ren said . "You filthy dog . . . "

"Excuse me for my appearance," Leon shrugged . "But it has been a very long
while since I saw a clothing shop . . . Anyway, how much time has passed?"

"What kind of question is that?" Yuki asked, very annoyed . "How much time

has passed since what?"

" . . . Since the monsters appeared . " Leon said .

"How the hell should I know?" Yuki raised her voice again .

"Good grief . . . " Leon massaged his eyebrows . "Did you forget how old you

are, too?"

"Hey, Ren," Yuki said . "How old am I?"



"You are nine hundred and eighteen years old, Your Majesty," Ren answered .

After hearing that, Leon's mouth stayed open for quite a while . . . Nine
hundred years have passed since he disappeared . Yet, Ren and Yuki didn't
look a single day old . . . In the end, despite all his efforts, Leon didn't return
on time . Many years passed, and it wasn't that surprising that Yuki and Ren
forgot about him .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .
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. . .

"Shit, shit . . . I will kill those fucking bastards . " Leon bit his lips .

"Mind your language in front of Your Majesty!" Ren said .



"Shut the hell up, Ren!" Leon shouted . " . . . Did you guys forget who gave
you those rings too?"

"Gave? No one gave us anything . We found them," Yuki said .

" . . . Where did you find it?" Leon frowned .

" . . . Hey, Ren . Where did we find those rings?" Yuki asked .

"My apologies, Your Majesty . " Ren lowered his head . "I don't
remember . . . "googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

"You forgot where you obtained an item that you have been using for nine

hundred years . . . " Leon furrowed his eyebrows . "But you didn't forget her
age when Yuki herself forgot . . . that is one hell of platonic love . "

Although he was nine hundred and some years old, Ren got embarrassed .
Leon couldn't help but shake his head . He just tried to make fun of him, but
he actually stepped on a landmine . Regardless, Leon didn't have time to
waste with that .

"I was the one who created those rings, you fool," Leon said . "Still, I guess it
can't be helped considering for how long I disappeared . . . did you guys
forgot about Makoto's death too?"

The next moment, Yuki's body became a blu,r, and she attacked Leon .
However, he already expected that kind of reaction, Yuki just hit the empty



space and destroyed everything that was on her path . . . even the floor of the
dojo . She only stopped after she collided against three of her guards .

"Don't use my father's name as if you know him . . . " Yuki glared at Leon .

Leon felt his mana decreasing . It looked like Yuki learned or obtained a tome
that taught her Hateful Gaze . Regardless, the skill didn't work .

"I knew him . . . even though you forgot, I was nearby when he died," Leon
said . "Well, forget about it . . . It looks like you also forgot about his sword .
"

"My father's katana . . . where . . . what . . . " Yuki opened her eyes widely
once she remembered about it .

"You gave the katana to me . You said that it was proof that we were
allies . . . " Leon sighed . "I'm sorry, but I lost it . . . Well, I don't really have
to apologize since you forgot about it . Anyway, what happened to America
and the other countries? Don't tell me that you forgot that you were allied
with them too . "

Yuki's face was full of confusion, but then she got mad again . . . not because
of the katana, but because she remembered about those allies .

"What? Are you one of them?" Yuki said, her face was distorted of anger . "I
made those bastards run away from this planet . I don't need any weaklings or
goody-two-shoes idiots on my side or this planet . "



"You did what?" Leon frowned .

Leon couldn't believe how imprudent Yuki had become, she got defeated by
Leon with relative ease, and now she was taunting him as if that had never

happened . Regardless, it looks like the countries didn't manage to work
together for long after he disappeared and Leon couldn't understand why . . .
Yuki, Ren, Amanda, Hector, Tom, and Sarah just had to negotiate with the
Indians and the Chinese . . .

"You didn't hear me?" Yuki frowned . "I said that I don't need the help of such
useless people . Since they would only cause problems for me, I made them
run away . "

"Explain what happened," Leon said .

Before Yuki could explain anything, one of her soldiers appeared with a box
on his hands . Yuki smirked when he saw it, and as soon as the soldier opened
the box, something flew to her hands .

"Hah!Why should I?" Yuki said while she was pointing to Leon, her fists that
now were equipped with some gloves .

Both Ren and Yuki looked at Leon as if he was some trash that was making
some unreasonable demands . . . they couldnt see that they had become
unreasonably violent and hot-blooded . Regardless, it was evident that they
wouldnt be able to damage Leon using normal means, so they stopped their
useless struggle .



Yuki was still the empress, but she sat on the floor of the main hall as if she
was sitting on a dojo . However, that was actually a dojo . . . Yuki turned the
main hall, where she used to receive her advisors in a training area . The
people who were bleeding from their noses were her sparring partners .
Regardless, Leon sat down too, but just that action made both Ren and Yuki
click their tongue . Leon also could hear the dozens of guards around them
ranging their teeth .

Why are you guys so mad? Leon asked .

Look at you . . . someone with your appearance invades the palace and even
acts as if nothing is wrong with that, Ren said . You filthy dog . . .

Excuse me for my appearance, Leon shrugged . But it has been a very long
while since I saw a clothing shop . . . Anyway, how much time has passed?

What kind of question is that? Yuki asked, very annoyed . How much time

has passed since what?

. . . Since the monsters appeared . Leon said .

How the hell should I know? Yuki raised her voice again .

Good grief . . . Leon massaged his eyebrows . Did you forget how old you are,
too?

Hey, Ren, Yuki said . How old am I?



You are nine hundred and eighteen years old, Your Majesty, Ren answered .

After hearing that, Leons mouth stayed open for quite a while . . . Nine
hundred years have passed since he disappeared . Yet, Ren and Yuki didnt
look a single day old . . . In the end, despite all his efforts, Leon didnt return
on time . Many years passed, and it wasnt that surprising that Yuki and Ren
forgot about him .

Congratulations! The skill Rage has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Shit, shit . . . I will kill those fucking bastards . Leon bit his lips .

Mind your language in front of Your Majesty! Ren said .



Shut the hell up, Ren! Leon shouted . . . . Did you guys forget who gave you
those rings too?

Gave? No one gave us anything . We found them, Yuki said .

. . . Where did you find it? Leon frowned .

. . . Hey, Ren . Where did we find those rings? Yuki asked .

My apologies, Your Majesty . Ren lowered his head . I dont remember . . .

You forgot where you obtained an item that you have been using for nine
hundred years . . . Leon furrowed his eyebrows . But you didnt forget her age
when Yuki herself forgot . . . that is one hell of platonic love .

Although he was nine hundred and some years old, Ren got embarrassed .
Leon couldnt help but shake his head . He just tried to make fun of him, but
he actually stepped on a landmine . Regardless, Leon didnt have time to waste
with that .

I was the one who created those rings, you fool, Leon said . Still, I guess it
cant be helped considering for how long I disappeared . . . did you guys
forgot about Makotos death too?

The next moment, Yukis body became a blu,r, and she attacked Leon .
However, he already expected that kind of reaction, Yuki just hit the empty
space and destroyed everything that was on her path . . . even the floor of the
dojo . She only stopped after she collided against three of her guards .



Dont use my fathers name as if you know him . . . Yuki glared at Leon .

Leon felt his mana decreasing . It looked like Yuki learned or obtained a tome
that taught her Hateful Gaze . Regardless, the skill didnt work .

I knew him . . . even though you forgot, I was nearby when he died, Leon
said . Well, forget about it . . . It looks like you also forgot about his sword .

My fathers katana . . . where . . . what . . . Yuki opened her eyes widely once
she remembered about it .

You gave the katana to me . You said that it was proof that we were allies . . .
Leon sighed . Im sorry, but I lost it . . . Well, I dont really have to apologize
since you forgot about it . Anyway, what happened to America and the other
countries? Dont tell me that you forgot that you were allied with them too .

Yukis face was full of confusion, but then she got mad again . . . not because
of the katana, but because she remembered about those allies .

What? Are you one of them? Yuki said, her face was distorted of anger . I
made those bastards run away from this planet . I dont need any weaklings or
goody-two-shoes idiots on my side or this planet .

You did what? Leon frowned .

Leon couldnt believe how imprudent Yuki had become, she got defeated by
Leon with relative ease, and now she was taunting him as if that had never

happened . Regardless, it looks like the countries didnt manage to work



together for long after he disappeared and Leon couldnt understand why . . .
Yuki, Ren, Amanda, Hector, Tom, and Sarah just had to negotiate with the
Indians and the Chinese . . .

You didnt hear me? Yuki frowned . I said that I dont need the help of such
useless people . Since they would only cause problems for me, I made them
run away .

Explain what happened, Leon said .

Before Yuki could explain anything, one of her soldiers appeared with a box
on his hands . Yuki smirked when he saw it, and as soon as the soldier opened
the box, something flew to her hands .

Hah! Why should I? Yuki said while she was pointing to Leon, her fists that
now were equipped with some gloves .
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Yuki just stalled for time while she was answering Leon's questions . It
looked like she became unreasonable enough to try to fight again the man
who knocked her down in two seconds, and all that confidence came from
two gloves .

Electric Dominance (Thunder)



It grants you the skill: Electric Rush Lv 350 . Health + 1000, Strength +
1000, Speed+ 1000 .

Cost: 200 mana

"I guess you didn't grow mentally strong as you did physically, Yuki," Leon
shrugged . "Only a fool would get so confident just by using a weapon . "

Yuki's smirked, her speed increased, but she wasn't confident because of
that . Suddenly, as if her body had become thunder, she disappeared and only
left a single small bolt of lightning on her place . Leon's Anti-Mana Field
would probably stop that effect, but it wouldn't stop Yuki's momentum . So,
instead of running away or try to counter-attack . Leon decided to let her
attack . Leon activated Mana Armor and received the punch on his face .
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. . .

It hadn't been a good idea . The impact made Leon fly backward dozens of
meters . Despite that, Leon saw the moment Yuki's fists shot a ThunderWave

toward his body . . . her attacks could use paralyze her targets with that .
Leon only stopped when he hit the walls around the palace . Despite the
power of the attack, he only suffered a few bruises . . . that been said; he lost
half of his mana .

"I guess it is only obvious . . . she has been training and fighting for hundreds
of years, after all . "

Leon had to save his mana, and he couldn't use spells regularly since he
couldn't give to his enemies the chance to teleport or summon him . So, he
changed his strategy a little bit . Yuki attacked again, but Leon dodged her
attacks by activating Haste and Electric Armor at the very last moment . He
hid behind her to escape from the pieces of the wall she destroyed, and then
he pinched her ears .

Sponsored Content
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"You . . . " Yuki clenched her teeth .

Yuki tried to punch Leon again, but she hit nothing and end up returning to
her dojo since she couldn't stop her momentum like that . In terms of raw
speed, Leon couldn't compare to Yuki . However, by using Haste, Electric
Armor, and thanks to Lion's Pride, Leon could become much faster, but
enough to outspeed Yuki . Leon could cover two kilometers in one second if
he wanted, but that had a price . . . his skin and clothes would start to burn,
and even dust in the air could damage his eyes . So, to evade that kind of
problem, Leon decided to use his max speed only to dodge attacks and move
a few meters .

Yuki looked at Leon as if she was a vicious dog . It looked like she
overwhelmed everyone who tried to mess with her using that kind of attack .
Well, it wasn't surprising since she left a path of destruction whenever she
used Electric Rush . Regardless, Leon didn't have time to waste analyzing her
or explaining why her attacks wouldn't work . It looked like even though she
had a lot of mana, she didn't learn many spells in the past nine hundred
years . . . She only used her healing skills and punched everything on the way,
since she had a talent for both, she didn't have to worry about learning spells .

Despite Leon's explanations, Yuki didn't give up . She tried to attack him
again and again until the whole palace had marks of Electric Rush on the
floor . Yuki only stopped when she ran out of mana . Still . . . when Yuki fell
on her knees, breathing hard and pale, Ren took her place .



"So, it is you this time . . . " Leon sighed . "This isn't like I imagined we
would see each other again . . . but I guess it can't be helped . Once I defeat
you, you two will answer all my questions, and this time you guys won't stop
until I feel satisfied and if something happens again . . . I'm sorry, but I'm
going to break a few of your bones in order to teach you a lesson . "

"Shut up, Invader," Ren said . "You will pay with your life for threatening our
peace . "

A red aura enveloped ren's body, and Leon felt the temperature rising . It
looked like he became a fire swordsman, even though leveled up his Fire
Resistance a lot inside the snake, he still started to sweat despite the distance
between them . Ren charged, he was slower, but even at a distance, he could
cause damage . His red katana was so powerful that the air around was
vibrating due to the heat . . . Leon couldn't let that get too close . Anti-Mana
Field could decrease Ren's power, a lot, but Leon couldn't spend so much
mana .

Leon used Ice Beam and froze Ren's legs, he imagined that Leon would also
freeze all his body, but Ren only saw Leon pointing upward .

"As if I would fall for such a trick . . . " Ren smirked .

"What about you, Yuki," Leon looked at Yuki . "What do you think of that?"

Yuki frowned, but she didn't have to worry about falling for any tricks since
Ren was in front of her, and he could easily melt that amount of ice . So, she
looked upward without a care only to freeze on the spot, and then she broke
into a cold sweat . During the day, she people frowned when she saw that



weird stain on the sky, but now at night, Yuki could clearly see an immense
snake on fire .

Yuki just stalled for time while she was answering Leons questions . It looked
like she became unreasonable enough to try to fight again the man who
knocked her down in two seconds, and all that confidence came from two

gloves .

Electric Dominance (Thunder)

It grants you the skill: Electric Rush Lv 350 . Health + 1000, Strength +
1000, Speed+ 1000 .

Cost: 200 mana

I guess you didnt grow mentally strong as you did physically, Yuki, Leon
shrugged . Only a fool would get so confident just by using a weapon .

Yukis smirked, her speed increased, but she wasnt confident because of that .
Suddenly, as if her body had become thunder, she disappeared and only left a
single small bolt of lightning on her place . Leons Anti-Mana Field would

probably stop that effect, but it wouldnt stop Yukis momentum . So, instead
of running away or try to counter-attack . Leon decided to let her attack .
Leon activated Mana Armor and received the punch on his face .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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It hadnt been a good idea . The impact made Leon fly backward dozens of
meters . Despite that, Leon saw the moment Yukis fists shot a Thunder Wave

toward his body . . . her attacks could use paralyze her targets with that .
Leon only stopped when he hit the walls around the palace . Despite the
power of the attack, he only suffered a few bruises . . . that been said; he lost
half of his mana .

I guess it is only obvious . . . she has been training and fighting for hundreds
of years, after all .

Leon had to save his mana, and he couldnt use spells regularly since he
couldnt give to his enemies the chance to teleport or summon him . So, he
changed his strategy a little bit . Yuki attacked again, but Leon dodged her
attacks by activating Haste and Electric Armor at the very last moment . He
hid behind her to escape from the pieces of the wall she destroyed, and then
he pinched her ears .

You . . . Yuki clenched her teeth .



Yuki tried to punch Leon again, but she hit nothing and end up returning to
her dojo since she couldnt stop her momentum like that . In terms of raw
speed, Leon couldnt compare to Yuki . However, by using Haste, Electric
Armor, and thanks to Lions Pride, Leon could become much faster, but
enough to outspeed Yuki . Leon could cover two kilometers in one second if
he wanted, but that had a price . . . his skin and clothes would start to burn,
and even dust in the air could damage his eyes . So, to evade that kind of
problem, Leon decided to use his max speed only to dodge attacks and move
a few meters .

Yuki looked at Leon as if she was a vicious dog . It looked like she
overwhelmed everyone who tried to mess with her using that kind of attack .
Well, it wasnt surprising since she left a path of destruction whenever she
used Electric Rush . Regardless, Leon didnt have time to waste analyzing her
or explaining why her attacks wouldnt work . It looked like even though she
had a lot of mana, she didnt learn many spells in the past nine hundred
years . . . She only used her healing skills and punched everything on the way,
since she had a talent for both, she didnt have to worry about learning spells .

Despite Leons explanations, Yuki didnt give up . She tried to attack him again

and again until the whole palace had marks of Electric Rush on the floor .
Yuki only stopped when she ran out of mana . Still . . . when Yuki fell on her
knees, breathing hard and pale, Ren took her place .

So, it is you this time . . . Leon sighed . This isnt like I imagined we would
see each other again . . . but I guess it cant be helped . Once I defeat you, you
two will answer all my questions, and this time you guys wont stop until I
feel satisfied and if something happens again . . . Im sorry, but Im going to

break a few of your bones in order to teach you a lesson .



Shut up, Invader, Ren said . You will pay with your life for threatening our
peace .

A red aura enveloped rens body, and Leon felt the temperature rising . It
looked like he became a fire swordsman, even though leveled up his Fire
Resistance a lot inside the snake, he still started to sweat despite the distance
between them . Ren charged, he was slower, but even at a distance, he could
cause damage . His red katana was so powerful that the air around was
vibrating due to the heat . . . Leon couldnt let that get too close . Anti-Mana
Field could decrease Rens power, a lot, but Leon couldnt spend so much
mana .

Leon used Ice Beam and froze Rens legs, he imagined that Leon would also
freeze all his body, but Ren only saw Leon pointing upward .

As if I would fall for such a trick . . . Ren smirked .

What about you, Yuki, Leon looked at Yuki . What do you think of that?

Yuki frowned, but she didnt have to worry about falling for any tricks since
Ren was in front of her, and he could easily melt that amount of ice . So, she
looked upward without a care only to freeze on the spot, and then she broke
into a cold sweat . During the day, she people frowned when she saw that

weird stain on the sky, but now at night, Yuki could clearly see an immense
snake on fire .
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Noticing that Yuki was too quiet, even Ren decided to take a peek at the sky,
and he also was left speechless . Even Leon was quite surprised that the
zombie snake obeyed his thoughts from so far away . . . not only that, it could
actually emanate fire from its body on the outer space . That monster was
something else, but Leon already knew that since it took him months to kill

it .

"Very impressive, right?" Leon said . "I was inside that thing for only God
knows how long . . . and now it is under my command . I didn't want to use
that spell, but some bastards are messing with me, so I don't have much
choice but to use it . Anyway, can we talk now instead of fighting?"

"That was very funny . . . as if a human being could control something like
that," Ren smiled nervously .

"Then how about this . . . " Leon said .

The next moment, the snake started to move around the Earth . Even though
it was fast despite its size, it had to move for ten seconds to complete a full
lap around the planet . It was hard to be sure, but if the snake was five times
longer, it could bite its tail while circling the planet like an ouroboros .

"That was . . . just a coincidence," Ren said .
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"I guess your skepticism has no-limits . . . " Leon frowned . "Do I have to
make the monster land on the planet for you to understand that I'm not

joking?"

Yuki, Ren, and the guards were utterly defenseless . They forgot that Leon
was a threat, and now they were wide open . Although it was quite sad to be
treated like that by his old friends, Leon didn't have time for that . Yuki, Ren,
and the whole of Japan were fine, and that was good, but Leon didn't have
time to celebrate . For some reason, Yuki waged war against the allies from
the past, and Leon had to confirm what she did . . . if Maya, Amanda, and his
friends died due to her actions . . . Leon wouldn't be able to forgive her .

"Asking you this, it is a waste of time . . . " Leon said . "Did you guys register
what happened over the years? I believe you two would at least give the order
to someone do that . . . "

It took a long while before Ren and Yuki could recover from the shock .
Despite that, Leon couldn't make them hurry . So, he just practiced Zen while
they stared at the zombie snake as if they were zombies themselves .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .
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That skill wasn't on the level of Meditation, but it was almost as efficient .
Anyway, things got noisy outside the palace . Since Japan recovered itself,
the country was quite well illuminated during the night, so most people only
noticed the zombie snake moving around Earth after the word scattered .

"Yeah, four years after the monsters appeared, I met you two," Leon
answered . "For me, only seven years have passed since then, but for you two,
nine hundred years have passed . "

"How exactly you know that?" Ren asked . "How is that even possible?"

"Because I was summoned to another world and there, I discovered that time
passes ten times faster in different stages of the assimilation," Leon



explained . "The few times the world changed, new dungeons appeared, right?
Some dungeons stopped working entirely because of those changes . . . it is
because the amount of mana on the planet increased . I learned that when
those events happen, it is a sign that the planet is advancing to the next
stage . . . the people of the first planet I visited said that it was a part of the
assimilation system and the system has several stages . "

Ren and Yuki looked at each other as if they heard the most stupid
bullshit . . . even if they were to believe it would take a long while, so they
guided Leon to the archives room of the castle . There Leon found Ryoko,
Ren's number one subordinate . . . Although she was a warrior before, it
looked like she became more suited to collect intel and register things rather
than fight . Regardless, she didn't recognize Leon either, and she clearly
showed her displeasure because someone who looked like a beggar entered
her workplace .

"Ryoko, our . . . guest . . . wants to see the oldest documents we have since
the monsters appeared," Ren frowned . "We need any file directed to America

and the events that happened soon after the monsters appeared . Is that
enough?"

"For the time being, yes," Leon answered . "But I also want to learn about the
biggest events that happened after that . "

" . . . What are you going to do once you learn about what we did to

America?" Yuki asked .

"That will depend . . . unless you have some good reason, I will retaliate,"
Leon said . "Even if you had some good reason, I won't forgive you if you
caused the death of my family and friends . "



"What are their names?" Yuki asked .

"Amanda, Maya, Hector, Betty, Sasha, Gisela . . . and I guess Lennart, Tom,
Sarah, and Pedro da Silva," Leon said and then rubbed his chin .

Leon only talked with Pedro one or two times, but he had been quite helpful .
As for Lennart, Sarah and Tom, they were a bit close than Pedro, and they
also helped Leon in some situations . Still, he was wondering if he would go
to attack Ren and Yuki if they died due to their actions .

"Ah, those guys . . . " Yuki said, visibly displeased . "I tried to kill them many

times, but they are strong . . . as strong as us . . . We waged war against them,
but they survived and fled . "

Noticing that Yuki was too quiet, even Ren decided to take a peek at the sky,
and he also was left speechless . Even Leon was quite surprised that the
zombie snake obeyed his thoughts from so far away . . . not only that, it could
actually emanate fire from its body on the outer space . That monster was
something else, but Leon already knew that since it took him months to kill

it .

Very impressive, right? Leon said . I was inside that thing for only God
knows how long . . . and now it is under my command . I didnt want to use
that spell, but some bastards are messing with me, so I dont have much choice
but to use it . Anyway, can we talk now instead of fighting?

That was very funny . . . as if a human being could control something like
that, Ren smiled nervously .



Then how about this . . . Leon said .

The next moment, the snake started to move around the Earth . Even though
it was fast despite its size, it had to move for ten seconds to complete a full
lap around the planet . It was hard to be sure, but if the snake was five times
longer, it could bite its tail while circling the planet like an ouroboros .

That was . . . just a coincidence, Ren said .

I guess your skepticism has no-limits . . . Leon frowned . Do I have to make
the monster land on the planet for you to understand that Im not joking?

Yuki, Ren, and the guards were utterly defenseless . They forgot that Leon
was a threat, and now they were wide open . Although it was quite sad to be
treated like that by his old friends, Leon didnt have time for that . Yuki, Ren,
and the whole of Japan were fine, and that was good, but Leon didnt have
time to celebrate . For some reason, Yuki waged war against the allies from
the past, and Leon had to confirm what she did . . . if Maya, Amanda, and his
friends died due to her actions . . . Leon wouldnt be able to forgive her .

Asking you this, it is a waste of time . . . Leon said . Did you guys register
what happened over the years? I believe you two would at least give the order
to someone do that . . .

It took a long while before Ren and Yuki could recover from the shock .
Despite that, Leon couldnt make them hurry . So, he just practiced Zen while
they stared at the zombie snake as if they were zombies themselves .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Zen has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

That skill wasnt on the level of Meditation, but it was almost as efficient .
Anyway, things got noisy outside the palace . Since Japan recovered itself,
the country was quite well illuminated during the night, so most people only
noticed the zombie snake moving around Earth after the word scattered .

Yeah, four years after the monsters appeared, I met you two, Leon answered .
For me, only seven years have passed since then, but for you two, nine
hundred years have passed .

How exactly you know that? Ren asked . How is that even possible?

Because I was summoned to another world and there, I discovered that time
passes ten times faster in different stages of the assimilation, Leon explained .
The few times the world changed, new dungeons appeared, right? Some

dungeons stopped working entirely because of those changes . . . it is because
the amount of mana on the planet increased . I learned that when those events



happen, it is a sign that the planet is advancing to the next stage . . . the
people of the first planet I visited said that it was a part of the assimilation
system and the system has several stages .

Ren and Yuki looked at each other as if they heard the most stupid
bullshit . . . even if they were to believe it would take a long while, so they
guided Leon to the archives room of the castle . There Leon found Ryoko,
Rens number one subordinate . . . Although she was a warrior before, it
looked like she became more suited to collect intel and register things rather
than fight . Regardless, she didnt recognize Leon either, and she clearly
showed her displeasure because someone who looked like a beggar entered
her workplace .

Ryoko, our . . . guest . . . wants to see the oldest documents we have since
the monsters appeared, Ren frowned . We need any file directed to America

and the events that happened soon after the monsters appeared . Is that
enough?

For the time being, yes, Leon answered . But I also want to learn about the
biggest events that happened after that .

. . . What are you going to do once you learn about what we did to America?
Yuki asked .

That will depend . . . unless you have some good reason, I will retaliate, Leon
said . Even if you had some good reason, I wont forgive you if you caused the
death of my family and friends .

What are their names? Yuki asked .



Amanda, Maya, Hector, Betty, Sasha, Gisela . . . and I guess Lennart, Tom,
Sarah, and Pedro da Silva, Leon said and then rubbed his chin .

Leon only talked with Pedro one or two times, but he had been quite helpful .
As for Lennart, Sarah and Tom, they were a bit close than Pedro, and they
also helped Leon in some situations . Still, he was wondering if he would go
to attack Ren and Yuki if they died due to their actions .

Ah, those guys . . . Yuki said, visibly displeased . I tried to kill them many

times, but they are strong . . . as strong as us . . . We waged war against them,
but they survived and fled .
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"The first thing registered is the actions of our late emperor, the prince, and
Your Majesty Yuki actions," Ryoko said . "After fighting for a month to clean
the area around Tokyo of monsters, we recovered the city and started to
rebuild our capital . Eighteen months later, some spies stole water dragon
scales from us . . . the prince tried to stop them and died in combat . "

"I already know that," Leon said .

" . . . I think this is late Emperor's handwriting . . . it is written here that six
months later, the Emperor heard about an American had arrived and started to
work with one of his advisors . . . his name was Leon, and the advisor was
Ren," Ryoko frowned .



"That did really happen?" Ren frowned . "I don't remember that . . . "

"What do you remember about Makoto?" Leon asked .

"Our Emperor was a good man who would fight on the frontlines to protect
his people," Ren answered . "He was very honest and capable . "

"What else?" Leon asked . "How old was he when he died? What were the

powers of his sword?"

" . . . I forgot . " Ren looked away .

"It is obvious that we can't trust your memories," Leon said . "You may
continue . "

" . . . The man called Leon worked together with Ren, and then he cleared
five dungeons in order to obtain His Majesty cooperation . " Ryoko said . "A
few months later, Leon returned and brought the people that cause the
prince's death . "

"I thought father disappeared one day and then suddenly returned after finding
the killers himself," Yuki frowned . "Someone must have faked these
documents . . . "

"It is said here that Leon and his friends protected a city called Las Vegas
from demons . . . a very dangerous race of monsters," Ryoko said . "This is
the last register that was made with His Majesty handwriting . . . I remember
now . . . this book was His Majesty diary, and I decided to use it as the first



register when it was decided that I would work here, organizing documents .
"

"When that happened?" Leon asked .

"I think we found these twenty years after the death of His Majesty," Ryoko
answered .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"Twenty years . . . I guess the things that happened before I disappeared aren't
written here," Leon starts to bit his nails .

" . . . No, it is here . . . I registered that His Majesty and Leon disappeared

and then je returned several weeks later with princess Yuki," Ryoko frowned .
"She had been kidnapped by someone . . . one of his Majesty advisors . "

"I can't imagine Your Majesty getting kidnapped either . " Ren nodded .

" . . . Continue," Leon sighed .

"It looks like that I wrote that after hearing about a massive monster invasion
in Brazil, the man called Leon disappeared, and there is no mention of his
return," Ryoko said . "It looks like Your Majesty, lord Ren and the people of
America worked together to find him for quite a while . . . the group
searching for him was quite small, but they investigated even the worlds on
the other side of the dungeons . "



"Well, well . . . I guess some people missed me," Leon
shrugged .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

"I don't remember doing something like that," Yuki said .

"I don't remember either," Ren said .

"Most nations of the planet were working together, but China and India didn't
want to become their allies because they thought the other nations didn't have
the means to contribute with them," Ryoko explained . "Although the person
called Leon worked hard to make several countries work together, things
didn't progress after he disappeared . Mostly because his friends were looking

for him . . . but they stopped looking after ten years . "

"Well . . . I guess it is only natural . " Leon said after a long sigh .

"It looked like his friends were forced to stop looking for him because the

number of dungeon breaks was increasing," Ryoko explained . "After a while,
it looked like the inhabitants of the nations that were suffering because of
dungeon breaks discovered that it wasn't happening by chance . . . people of
their own countries were causing dungeon breaks . "

"What? Why?" Leon frowned .

"It is not written here . . . It was impossible to identify the people who caused
the dungeon breaks because that their goals were unclear," Ryoko said . "The
most obvious answer would be that they wanted to cause more deaths, but it
wasn't a motive that makes sense . Since it looked like they had no goals and



only wanted to cause destruction and death, people started to refer to them as

'The Fallen . '"

"I think I heard something about that a long time ago," Yuki said .

"Me too," Ren nodded .

"Can't you do anything but agree with her now?" Leon frowned .

Although Leon got caught by surprise, he soon understood what their goal
was . . . it was to increase the amount of mana Earth could handle . The more
mana the planet has, the faster the second stage of assimilation would begin .

"It looks like that the lizard bastard was behind the dungeon breaks, after all .
William and the others wouldn't be enough to create the situation he
wanted . . . so he probably promised power to random survivors, in exchange
they would cause the dungeon breaks . . . it makes sense, only someone
powerful or has some useful and rare skills could do such things and still keep
their identities hidden . "

"The fallen kept doing that for ten years . . . but then they suddenly
disappeared when the world started to change," Ryoko said . "New dungeons

appeared, and more powerful enemies invaded Earth, while some dungeons
stopped working . We call it that . . . the start of the second great war against
the monsters .

The first thing registered is the actions of our late emperor, the prince, and
Your Majesty Yuki actions, Ryoko said . After fighting for a month to clean
the area around Tokyo of monsters, we recovered the city and started to



rebuild our capital . Eighteen months later, some spies stole water dragon
scales from us . . . the prince tried to stop them and died in combat .

I already know that, Leon said .

. . . I think this is late Emperors handwriting . . . it is written here that six
months later, the Emperor heard about an American had arrived and started to
work with one of his advisors . . . his name was Leon, and the advisor was
Ren, Ryoko frowned .

That did really happen? Ren frowned . I dont remember that . . .

What do you remember about Makoto? Leon asked .

Our Emperor was a good man who would fight on the frontlines to protect his
people, Ren answered . He was very honest and capable .

What else? Leon asked . How old was he when he died? What were the

powers of his sword?

. . . I forgot . Ren looked away .

It is obvious that we cant trust your memories, Leon said . You may
continue .

. . . The man called Leon worked together with Ren, and then he cleared five
dungeons in order to obtain His Majesty cooperation . Ryoko said . A few



months later, Leon returned and brought the people that cause the princes
death .

I thought father disappeared one day and then suddenly returned after finding
the killers himself, Yuki frowned . Someone must have faked these
documents . . .

It is said here that Leon and his friends protected a city called Las Vegas from
demons . . . a very dangerous race of monsters, Ryoko said . This is the last
register that was made with His Majesty handwriting . . . I remember
now . . . this book was His Majesty diary, and I decided to use it as the first
register when it was decided that I would work here, organizing documents .

When that happened? Leon asked .

I think we found these twenty years after the death of His Majesty, Ryoko
answered .

Twenty years . . . I guess the things that happened before I disappeared arent
written here, Leon starts to bit his nails .

. . . No, it is here . . . I registered that His Majesty and Leon disappeared and

then je returned several weeks later with princess Yuki, Ryoko frowned . She
had been kidnapped by someone . . . one of his Majesty advisors .

I cant imagine Your Majesty getting kidnapped either . Ren nodded .

. . . Continue, Leon sighed .



It looks like that I wrote that after hearing about a massive monster invasion
in Brazil, the man called Leon disappeared, and there is no mention of his
return, Ryoko said . It looks like Your Majesty, lord Ren and the people of
America worked together to find him for quite a while . . . the group
searching for him was quite small, but they investigated even the worlds on
the other side of the dungeons .

Well, well . . . I guess some people missed me, Leon shrugged .

I dont remember doing something like that, Yuki said .

I dont remember either, Ren said .

Most nations of the planet were working together, but China and India didnt
want to become their allies because they thought the other nations didnt have
the means to contribute with them, Ryoko explained . Although the person
called Leon worked hard to make several countries work together, things
didnt progress after he disappeared . Mostly because his friends were looking

for him . . . but they stopped looking after ten years .

Well . . . I guess it is only natural . Leon said after a long sigh .

It looked like his friends were forced to stop looking for him because the
number of dungeon breaks was increasing, Ryoko explained . After a while,
it looked like the inhabitants of the nations that were suffering because of
dungeon breaks discovered that it wasnt happening by chance . . . people of
their own countries were causing dungeon breaks .

What? Why? Leon frowned .



It is not written here . . . It was impossible to identify the people who caused
the dungeon breaks because that their goals were unclear, Ryoko said . The
most obvious answer would be that they wanted to cause more deaths, but it
wasnt a motive that makes sense . Since it looked like they had no goals and
only wanted to cause destruction and death, people started to refer to them as

The Fallen .

I think I heard something about that a long time ago, Yuki said .

Me too, Ren nodded .

Cant you do anything but agree with her now? Leon frowned .

Although Leon got caught by surprise, he soon understood what their goal
was . . . it was to increase the amount of mana Earth could handle . The more
mana the planet has, the faster the second stage of assimilation would begin .

It looks like that the lizard bastard was behind the dungeon breaks, after all .
William and the others wouldnt be enough to create the situation he
wanted . . . so he probably promised power to random survivors, in exchange
they would cause the dungeon breaks . . . it makes sense, only someone
powerful or has some useful and rare skills could do such things and still keep
their identities hidden .

The fallen kept doing that for ten years . . . but then they suddenly
disappeared when the world started to change, Ryoko said . New dungeons

appeared, and more powerful enemies invaded Earth, while some dungeons
stopped working . We call it that . . . the start of the second great war against
the monsters .



Novel Chapter 398

Chapter 398: 398

"The new species of monsters proved themselves to be much more difficult to

deal with," Ryoko said . "Although many people learned magic over the last
three decades, humanity suffered many losses . . . it looks like it was around
that time that Your Majesty began to fight up close . Your healing skills were
powerful, so you decided to join the frontlines in order to heal as many as you
could . "

"Really? As far as I can remember, I always fought on the frontlines," Yuki
frowned .

"It was also around that time that you received your nickname," Ryoko
added .

"What nickname?" Leon asked .

"The immortal empress," Ryoko answered .
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"I think the imprudent empress would be more fitting," Leon smirked .
���Immortal . . . just because you heal your wounds faster than you can
suffer mortal wounds?"

"Why, you . . . " Ren said, annoyed .

"I think the beggar sorcerer would suit you," Yuki said . "The mage who
doesn't take showers would also be good . . . What do you think of the title:
swamp creature?"

"I think you lack creativity, but that is to be expected considering that you
punch strangers first and ask questions later," Leon frowned . "Continue . "

" . . . Although the new monsters caused some problems, most countries
managed to suppress them, those who didn't receive help from others," Ryoko
said . "However, ten years after they disappeared . . . the fallen returned and
cause massive dungeon breaks . The small nations started to fall from those

dungeon breaks . Even big countries suffered many losses, so many started to
hunt the fallen . "
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"That I remember, India and China suffered a lot back then," Yuki said .
"Although they had some survivors who could, to some extent, read the minds
of others, they failed in finding those bastards . It was discovered that some
people had lapses of memory, so it became clear someone who could erase



memories and control other survivors was using other people to do their dirty
work . "

Leon clicked his tongue, that would make things much tricky . He already
found monsters that could control others using illusions and Donan had the
power to erase memories, Leon had no intention of learning that since he
didn't want anyone doing what he wanted to do for him . It was disgusting to
erase people's memories, even using that on enemies . Although he could
resist and counter both, it didn't mean that it couldn't cause problems .

In the end, it wasn't that surprising . . . they had the numbers and people
could get powerful even without fighting a single monster . So, it was only
evident that something would happen sooner or later . The chances of the
lizard not being involved in the fall of both China and India were big, but
Leon would never be one hundred percent sure .

"Some individuals managed to seize power for themselves in China and India,
so both countries were divided into many parts," Ryoko said . "Those who
didn't want to take part in any more conflict between humans fled to other
countries . However, even after fleeing to other places, many of them got

kidnapped and brought back to their countries, they also kidnapped many
civilians of other countries to use them . "
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"It has been so long that I even forgot about them . . . " Ren said . "So, that
battle started like that, huh . "



"Yes, same here . . . " Yuki nodded . "After so many years, my only memory
remaining of that time was the cowardice of our pathetic allies . "

"I am expecting to hear details of this . . . " Leon said .

"Although many people got kidnapped, many managed to escape and get
rescued . . . " Ryoko furrowed her eyebrows . "At least that was we
thought . . . we ignored those confinements camps for a while because they
had unexpected powerful soldiers . So, the allied nations worked together to
free them in quiet operations .We succeeded so many times that many started

to worry that something was wrong, but we never figured out what it was . . .
until some people started to get sick . "

"Sick?" Leon frowned .

"Yes, forty years after the new monsters appeared, people started to collapse,"
Ryoko answered . "They had symptoms of ordinary flu . . . but suddenly
those sick people started to explode, and one could compare the damage of
such explosion to strategic missiles . In the beginning, we thought that was an
alien disease . But after suffering many attacks at the same time several
people exploded, we understood that wasn't a disease . It was a spell that was
put on some survivors that makes their mana concentrate for a few days at a
small point . After the mana reaches a certain level, it would explode . "

"Let me guess, those who seized power to themselves after the unrest in India
and China caused that," Leon said .

"Yes, since they have the power to erase memories and control people, we
would only notice who was being used by them when it was too late," Ryoko



explained . "After suffering many losses, Your Majesty decided to

exterminate those people and their small kingdoms . "

"I didn't think you would be able to take such a decision," Leon looked at
Yuki .

"I still remember that time," Yuki closed her eyes . "I endured my anger even
when some of my most loyal advisors died, but after seeing kids exploding
and survivors losing their friends and relatives in front of them and like that,
I made my choice . I will never let terrorists make my people suffer ever
again . I decided to crush them to bits, and so I did . "

The new species of monsters proved themselves to be much more difficult to
deal with, Ryoko said . Although many people learned magic over the last
three decades, humanity suffered many losses . . . it looks like it was around
that time that Your Majesty began to fight up close . Your healing skills were
powerful, so you decided to join the frontlines in order to heal as many as you
could .

Really? As far as I can remember, I always fought on the frontlines, Yuki
frowned .

It was also around that time that you received your nickname, Ryoko added .

What nickname? Leon asked .

The immortal empress, Ryoko answered .



I think the imprudent empress would be more fitting, Leon smirked .
���Immortal . . . just because you heal your wounds faster than you can
suffer mortal wounds?

Why, you . . . Ren said, annoyed .

I think the beggar sorcerer would suit you, Yuki said . The mage who doesnt
take showers would also be good . . . What do you think of the title: swamp
creature?

I think you lack creativity, but that is to be expected considering that you
punch strangers first and ask questions later, Leon frowned . Continue .

. . . Although the new monsters caused some problems, most countries
managed to suppress them, those who didnt receive help from others, Ryoko
said . However, ten years after they disappeared . . . the fallen returned and
cause massive dungeon breaks . The small nations started to fall from those

dungeon breaks . Even big countries suffered many losses, so many started to
hunt the fallen .

That I remember, India and China suffered a lot back then, Yuki said .
Although they had some survivors who could, to some extent, read the minds
of others, they failed in finding those bastards . It was discovered that some
people had lapses of memory, so it became clear someone who could erase
memories and control other survivors was using other people to do their dirty
work .

Leon clicked his tongue, that would make things much tricky . He already
found monsters that could control others using illusions and Donan had the
power to erase memories, Leon had no intention of learning that since he



didnt want anyone doing what he wanted to do for him . It was disgusting to
erase peoples memories, even using that on enemies . Although he could
resist and counter both, it didnt mean that it couldnt cause problems .

In the end, it wasnt that surprising . . . they had the numbers and people could
get powerful even without fighting a single monster . So, it was only evident
that something would happen sooner or later . The chances of the lizard not
being involved in the fall of both China and India were big, but Leon would
never be one hundred percent sure .

Some individuals managed to seize power for themselves in China and India,
so both countries were divided into many parts, Ryoko said . Those who didnt
want to take part in any more conflict between humans fled to other
countries . However, even after fleeing to other places, many of them got

kidnapped and brought back to their countries, they also kidnapped many
civilians of other countries to use them .

It has been so long that I even forgot about them . . . Ren said . So, that battle
started like that, huh .

Yes, same here . . . Yuki nodded . After so many years, my only memory
remaining of that time was the cowardice of our pathetic allies .

I am expecting to hear details of this . . . Leon said .

Although many people got kidnapped, many managed to escape and get
rescued . . . Ryoko furrowed her eyebrows . At least that was we thought . . .
we ignored those confinements camps for a while because they had
unexpected powerful soldiers . So, the allied nations worked together to free
them in quiet operations . We succeeded so many times that many started to



worry that something was wrong, but we never figured out what it was . . .
until some people started to get sick .

Sick? Leon frowned .

Yes, forty years after the new monsters appeared, people started to collapse,
Ryoko answered . They had symptoms of ordinary flu . . . but suddenly those
sick people started to explode, and one could compare the damage of such
explosion to strategic missiles . In the beginning, we thought that was an alien
disease . But after suffering many attacks at the same time several people
exploded, we understood that wasnt a disease . It was a spell that was put on
some survivors that makes their mana concentrate for a few days at a small
point . After the mana reaches a certain level, it would explode .

Let me guess, those who seized power to themselves after the unrest in India
and China caused that, Leon said .

Yes, since they have the power to erase memories and control people, we
would only notice who was being used by them when it was too late, Ryoko
explained . After suffering many losses, Your Majesty decided to exterminate

those people and their small kingdoms .

I didnt think you would be able to take such a decision, Leon looked at Yuki .

I still remember that time, Yuki closed her eyes . I endured my anger even
when some of my most loyal advisors died, but after seeing kids exploding
and survivors losing their friends and relatives in front of them and like that,
I made my choice . I will never let terrorists make my people suffer ever
again . I decided to crush them to bits, and so I did .
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"So, my other friends didn't accept your decision," Leon said .

"Gisela, Lennart, and Tom did," Yuki said . "Gisela and Lennart lost their
father in one of those explosions . As for Tom, he lost many of the orphans he
and his wife were looking after . The others didn't . For a while, we worked
together and decimated the terrorists . That cost the alliance, though . Sarah,
Hector, and Amanda wanted to reach a middle ground, but we couldn't find
one since we lost many people . So, after we destroyed those camps, we
didn't negotiate or worked together in any other aspect . "

Leon couldn't help but wonder what he would do if he were on both sides . . .
he wasn't a patient one, so he wanted to kill the lizard and the shadowy
figure . However, Leon didn't want to sacrifice innocent lives to reach his
goals . . . so he couldn't see himself choosing one or the other option .

"You said that you worked for a while, but how long exactly?" Leon asked .
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"I believe Tom, Gisela, and Lennart worked with us for two hundred years,"
Ryoko said after she analyzed some documents . "They decided to stop



working with Japan a few years after the start of the third war against the
monsters . "

"Why?" Leon asked .

"Some insurgents started to cause problems again, and since we never
confirmed the death of the terrorist's leaders, we decided to register every
single person's name, status, and skills to avoid criminals from entering our

territories," Yuki explained . "From that moment, onward, Tom, Gisela, and
Lennart choose their own paths . They didn't want to put so many restrictions
on their people, and they also thought that it was like they weren't trusting on
their allies . It was for the greater good, but they didn't accept it . Even
though I was the first one to register my skills and status, anyone can access
those on our database . Because of that, we can quickly find anyone who is
suspicious since the population can inform the authorities if they find
anything suspicious . The database is updated using magic, so it is a very
efficient way to find criminals before they do anything . "
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"You talk as if you are very proud of such spell," Leon said . "But you attacked
me on sight, and that only means that many assassins use that information to
attack you frequently . Don't they use that kind of information to assassinate
other humans?"

That was kind of amazing, but Leon was wondering why Yuki looked so
proud when he was the one who taught her that spell . Regardless, there was



no point in arguing since that was a system that had been implemented a long
time ago, and it seemed to be working .

"What happened afterward that made you wage war against the other

countries?" Leon asked .
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"Three hundred years ago, those explosion incidents started to happen again,"
Yuki answered . "Our country was developing well, so we were the focus this
time . We knew that no one inside this wall had the skills to do it, so we
demanded the other nations look for the culprits and execute them . The other
nations took their sweet time giving the answers we wanted, so we started to
look for the criminals ourselves . They tried to intervene, saying that we were
too rough, and the war started like that . "

" . . . So, you banished people all over the world from their countries?" Leon
asked after a long sigh . "I'm kind of surprised that you succeeded, but I'm
also disappointed because you had no right to do that . The terrorists survived
because you let your feelings get on the way and didn't plan everything
carefully . So . . . everything outside Japan belongs to monsters now . "

"How dare you . . . " Ren said after he stomped on the ground . "Because of
Her Majesty's actions, we solved that problem, and no one is dying from acts

of terrorism . Those who agreed with our methods now live in peace inside

these walls . There are even more survivors in Australia . Although we still



didn't recover our world from the clutches of monsters, the number of losses
we suffered in the last three hundred years is minimal . "

"Tell me, do you really believe that you and other nations alone can protect
Earth?" Leon asked . "Didn't you guys notice that I arrived here without
letting any of you notice me? You guys must be daydreaming if you think I'm
the only one who can this and if the real enemies are those brain-dead
monsters . "

Although Ren wanted to retort Leon very much, he couldn't because he was
aware that Leon had a point . Until now, the real enemy didn't appear, but
everyone knew that sooner or later, something far more dangerous would
come . . . in fact, Leon could be considered that something . He defeated one
hell of a massive snake, and Ren and Yuki were aware that they couldn't
defeat something of that size .

"I'm disappointed in both of you . . . " Leon sighed . "But I guess that doesn't
mean a thing when neither of you remembers me . I understand your
reasoning, I'm a bit unreasonable, but I expected more of you both .
Anyway . . . I will look for my family and other friends . If they survived for
six hundred years here, I'm sure that they are still alive, and then I will bring
them back to Earth because this is our home . I just hope you both don't get
on the way of it . . . because I won't be so lenient like I'm now . "

So, my other friends didnt accept your decision, Leon said .

Gisela, Lennart, and Tom did, Yuki said . Gisela and Lennart lost their father
in one of those explosions . As for Tom, he lost many of the orphans he and
his wife were looking after . The others didnt . For a while, we worked
together and decimated the terrorists . That cost the alliance, though . Sarah,



Hector, and Amanda wanted to reach a middle ground, but we couldnt find
one since we lost many people . So, after we destroyed those camps, we didnt
negotiate or worked together in any other aspect .

Leon couldnt help but wonder what he would do if he were on both sides . . .
he wasnt a patient one, so he wanted to kill the lizard and the shadowy
figure . However, Leon didnt want to sacrifice innocent lives to reach his
goals . . . so he couldnt see himself choosing one or the other option .

You said that you worked for a while, but how long exactly? Leon asked .

I believe Tom, Gisela, and Lennart worked with us for two hundred years,
Ryoko said after she analyzed some documents . They decided to stop
working with Japan a few years after the start of the third war against the
monsters .

Why? Leon asked .

Some insurgents started to cause problems again, and since we never
confirmed the death of the terrorists leaders, we decided to register every
single persons name, status, and skills to avoid criminals from entering our

territories, Yuki explained . From that moment, onward, Tom, Gisela, and
Lennart choose their own paths . They didnt want to put so many restrictions
on their people, and they also thought that it was like they werent trusting on
their allies . It was for the greater good, but they didnt accept it . Even though
I was the first one to register my skills and status, anyone can access those on
our database . Because of that, we can quickly find anyone who is suspicious
since the population can inform the authorities if they find anything
suspicious . The database is updated using magic, so it is a very efficient way
to find criminals before they do anything .



You talk as if you are very proud of such spell, Leon said . But you attacked
me on sight, and that only means that many assassins use that information to
attack you frequently . Dont they use that kind of information to assassinate
other humans?

That was kind of amazing, but Leon was wondering why Yuki looked so
proud when he was the one who taught her that spell . Regardless, there was
no point in arguing since that was a system that had been implemented a long
time ago, and it seemed to be working .

What happened afterward that made you wage war against the other countries?
Leon asked .

Three hundred years ago, those explosion incidents started to happen again,
Yuki answered . Our country was developing well, so we were the focus this
time . We knew that no one inside this wall had the skills to do it, so we
demanded the other nations look for the culprits and execute them . The other
nations took their sweet time giving the answers we wanted, so we started to
look for the criminals ourselves . They tried to intervene, saying that we were
too rough, and the war started like that .

. . . So, you banished people all over the world from their countries? Leon

asked after a long sigh . Im kind of surprised that you succeeded, but Im also

disappointed because you had no right to do that . The terrorists survived
because you let your feelings get on the way and didnt plan everything
carefully . So . . . everything outside Japan belongs to monsters now .

How dare you . . . Ren said after he stomped on the ground . Because of Her
Majestys actions, we solved that problem, and no one is dying from acts of

terrorism . Those who agreed with our methods now live in peace inside these



walls . There are even more survivors in Australia . Although we still didnt
recover our world from the clutches of monsters, the number of losses we
suffered in the last three hundred years is minimal .

Tell me, do you really believe that you and other nations alone can protect
Earth? Leon asked . Didnt you guys notice that I arrived here without letting
any of you notice me? You guys must be daydreaming if you think Im the

only one who can this and if the real enemies are those brain-dead monsters .

Although Ren wanted to retort Leon very much, he couldnt because he was
aware that Leon had a point . Until now, the real enemy didnt appear, but
everyone knew that sooner or later, something far more dangerous would
come . . . in fact, Leon could be considered that something . He defeated one
hell of a massive snake, and Ren and Yuki were aware that they couldnt
defeat something of that size .

Im disappointed in both of you . . . Leon sighed . But I guess that doesnt
mean a thing when neither of you remembers me . I understand your
reasoning, Im a bit unreasonable, but I expected more of you both .
Anyway . . . I will look for my family and other friends . If they survived for
six hundred years here, Im sure that they are still alive, and then I will bring
them back to Earth because this is our home . I just hope you both dont get on
the way of it . . . because I wont be so lenient like Im now .
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"There is no liches' dungeon . . . I guess that bastard is already sucking the
mana of too many planets and decide to forget Earth . Still . . . why didn't he
try to teleport me yet? Is he waiting for me to run out of mana?"

That was a very troublesome question that Leon probably would never get out
of his head . Anyway, at least not everything was bad news or doubts . The
dungeons that Amanda's group and Gisela's group used to leave the planet
were still active . So, Leon could always find their trail . . . a very cold trail
since three hundred years passed since they left Earth .

"I guess I will leave the zombie snake behind . . . there is also a chance that
the shadow bastard isn't trying to mess with me because of this monster . I
will confirm that once I leave Earth again . . . "

Leon obviously would start looking for Amanda and Maya first, so he
returned to America and went to the hippogryphs dungeon .

Hippogryph

Health: 15000/15000

Mana: 20000/20000

Stamina: 16000/16000

Sponsored Content
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Strength: 2452

Dexterity: 2652

Speed: 3212

Active Skills: Fly Lv 480, Tornado Lv 435, Wind Creation Lv 455, Steel
Wings Lv 420, War Cry Lv 410, Iron Claws Lv 415

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 440, Wind Absorption Lv 430, Fire
Resistance Lv 360, Ice Resistance Lv 380, Gravity Resistance Lv 310,
Darkness Resistance Lv 400

"They look kind of cool . . . I think it would be pretty nice fly on the back of
one . "

Hippogryphs were like Leon imagined, and many games and books portrayed
them, they were essentially four-legged eagles . Since Leon would have to
deal with them anyways inside the dungeon, he decided to drain their mana
and make mithril . Leon didn't use the mithril box he created earlier, but more
mithril wouldn't disturb him in any way .

Although dealing with them was easy using Plasma Arrows, Leon saved some
mana same using Thunder Ray . . . it wasn't that surprising that flying
enemies were weak against electric attacks .
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"I just hope they aren't moving from one world to the other . . . "

"Well, since the people of Japan reached a point where everyone could use
Mana Armor, and they could produce enough steel to surround the entire
country, there is a chance that the people of Las Vegas reached a decent point
in terms of offensive magic powers . "

Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

After Leon completed another small box of mithril, he finally found the
purple crystal of the dungeon . He didn't notice anything different until now,
so he hesitated a little bit in touching the crystal .

"Well, here goes nothing . "

Leon touched the crystal and immediately saw himself at the top of a vast
mountain . Although he wanted to analyze the new environment, Leon didn't
have the chance because several hippogryphs were already flying toward
him . It seemed that like ordinary eagles, they also liked to leave in tall
places .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon shot several Plasma Arrows, and one-shot kill the monsters, even
though those creatures had some mana pool, he couldn't risk himself against
so many .

"This won't help me for the time being, but I guess I should learn Tornado
before I forget it . "

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Tornado .



Cost: 20 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

While Leon was surveilling the area, he observed how the hippogryphs used

that spell . It was pretty simple, and Leon already knew the basics since he

knew Sandstorm . Regardless, Leon was in a pretty warm region of the

world . Although the mountains didn't have much vegetation, the areas
between them were completely green . Even with his Sharp Eyes, Leon
couldn't see the end of the mountainous region .

"Well, it is a different world in a different part of the universe . . . so it
wouldn't be weird if I find mountains everywhere . Anyway, I'm not here to

analyze the geography of this world . "

It would difficult and time-consuming, but Leon was aware that he couldn't
move using only Transfer . He would end up drawing the attention of the
hippogryphs, and he would waste too much time if he fights every minute .
Besides, Leon wouldn't be able to find traces of humans unless he stays close
to the ground .

"This will be a long journey . . . I might as well make good use of every
second while I look for them . "

Leon got powerful even without using his offensive skills for months, but it
was time to resume his practice . Although he couldn't let the bastards cause
problems for him again, Leon couldn't live in fear forever .



There is no liches dungeon . . . I guess that bastard is already sucking the
mana of too many planets and decide to forget Earth . Still . . . why didnt he
try to teleport me yet? Is he waiting for me to run out of mana?

That was a very troublesome question that Leon probably would never get out
of his head . Anyway, at least not everything was bad news or doubts . The
dungeons that Amandas group and Giselas group used to leave the planet
were still active . So, Leon could always find their trail . . . a very cold trail
since three hundred years passed since they left Earth .

I guess I will leave the zombie snake behind . . . there is also a chance that the
shadow bastard isnt trying to mess with me because of this monster . I will
confirm that once I leave Earth again . . .

Leon obviously would start looking for Amanda and Maya first, so he
returned to America and went to the hippogryphs dungeon .

Hippogryph

Health: 15000/15000

Mana: 20000/20000

Stamina: 16000/16000

Strength: 2452

Dexterity: 2652



Speed: 3212

Active Skills: Fly Lv 480, Tornado Lv 435, Wind Creation Lv 455, Steel
Wings Lv 420, War Cry Lv 410, Iron Claws Lv 415

Passive Skills: Wind Resistance Lv 440, Wind Absorption Lv 430, Fire
Resistance Lv 360, Ice Resistance Lv 380, Gravity Resistance Lv 310,
Darkness Resistance Lv 400

They look kind of cool . . . I think it would be pretty nice fly on the back of
one .

Hippogryphs were like Leon imagined, and many games and books portrayed
them, they were essentially four-legged eagles . Since Leon would have to
deal with them anyways inside the dungeon, he decided to drain their mana
and make mithril . Leon didnt use the mithril box he created earlier, but more
mithril wouldnt disturb him in any way .

Although dealing with them was easy using Plasma Arrows, Leon saved some
mana same using Thunder Ray . . . it wasnt that surprising that flying enemies
were weak against electric attacks .

I just hope they arent moving from one world to the other . . .

Well, since the people of Japan reached a point where everyone could use
Mana Armor, and they could produce enough steel to surround the entire
country, there is a chance that the people of Las Vegas reached a decent point
in terms of offensive magic powers .



Congratulations! The skill Thunder Ray has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Craftsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Magic Blacksmith has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

After Leon completed another small box of mithril, he finally found the
purple crystal of the dungeon . He didnt notice anything different until now,
so he hesitated a little bit in touching the crystal .

Well, here goes nothing .

Leon touched the crystal and immediately saw himself at the top of a vast
mountain . Although he wanted to analyze the new environment, Leon didnt
have the chance because several hippogryphs were already flying toward
him . It seemed that like ordinary eagles, they also liked to leave in tall
places .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Leon shot several Plasma Arrows, and one-shot kill the monsters, even
though those creatures had some mana pool, he couldnt risk himself against
so many .

This wont help me for the time being, but I guess I should learn Tornado
before I forget it .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Tornado .

Cost: 20 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

While Leon was surveilling the area, he observed how the hippogryphs used

that spell . It was pretty simple, and Leon already knew the basics since he

knew Sandstorm . Regardless, Leon was in a pretty warm region of the

world . Although the mountains didnt have much vegetation, the areas
between them were completely green . Even with his Sharp Eyes, Leon
couldnt see the end of the mountainous region .

Well, it is a different world in a different part of the universe . . . so it
wouldnt be weird if I find mountains everywhere . Anyway, Im not here to

analyze the geography of this world .

It would difficult and time-consuming, but Leon was aware that he couldnt
move using only Transfer . He would end up drawing the attention of the
hippogryphs, and he would waste too much time if he fights every minute .



Besides, Leon wouldnt be able to find traces of humans unless he stays close
to the ground .

This will be a long journey . . . I might as well make good use of every
second while I look for them .

Leon got powerful even without using his offensive skills for months, but it
was time to resume his practice . Although he couldnt let the bastards cause
problems for him again, Leon couldnt live in fear forever .
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